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Abstract
Model Based Test-Suite (MBT) is an automated approach for
generating test cases automatically from the model under test.
Optimization techniques help the tester to generate good test
cases that satisfy the coverage criterion specified and that can
detect faults easily. The main aim of this study was to
generate and optimize test suites that are relatively easy for
testers to use and which can meet the needs of industrial
model based testing. This paper discusses performance of
evolutionary
computation-based
minimization
and
prioritization techniques for model based test suites compared
to greedy heuristic technique. Evolutionary algorithms used
for this purpose are simple, steady state, struggle genetic
algorithms, evolutionary comma strategy, evolutionary plus
strategy and evolutionary programming. Test suite
minimization and prioritization was achieved using
evolutionary and greedy heuristic algorithms. An empirical
study was performed to analyze the performance of the
algorithms with the proposed greedy heuristic technique.
Greedy heuristic was compared with evolutionary algorithms
to find the performance in terms of time, runs, priority
Average Percentage Block Coverage (APBC), reduction
APBC, and reduction percentages. To analyze the
experimental data, GraphPad Prism curve-fitting software was
used to investigate the statistical significance of any
differences observed in the experiments. To measure the
performance of the algorithms best-value metrics are used to
compare the performance in terms of reduction rates. One way
ANOVA (analysis of variance) test was performed to measure
the statistical significance of the data. The results show that
evolutionary algorithms performed better than the greedy
heuristic algorithm for model based test suite optimization.

INTRODUCTION
Software is a key component in many of our devices and
products that we use every day. Most customers demand that
their software should function as expected. The software
should be of high quality, should be reliable, fault tolerant etc.
The key aspect for succeeding in today's software industry is
delivering high quality by rigorous testing and good quality
assurance practices. One of the main challenges in software
development is reducing the associated cost and time of
software testing without sacrificing the quality of the
developed software.
A software development life cycle comprises of feasibility

study, requirement analysis, software design, development,
testing, deployment and maintenance as a few common
phases.

Figure 1: Over view of the various phases of a project

Our approach is to automatically generate tests from
behavioral models for solving some of these challenges.
Software testing is the process of ensuring that the
implementation exactly matches with the requirements. The
recent studies announce that almost 30% of software
maintenance cost is spent for bug fixes and this accounts to
developer, analysts and end users. An early stage for testing
can definitely reduce this cost and thus the model based
testing became a focus of this study.
Modeling is expressing the design of a proposed application
or its modification. The model expresses the virtual solutions
for functional and nonfunctional requirements. And if the
model is flawless the forth going phase implementation will
almost be bug free. Model based testing, apart from reducing
the testing cost also increases the chances of identifying forth
coming risks and helps the project management to be more
lucid and future ready.
Model Based Testing – Studies
The first obstacle to overcome in developing tests is to
determine the test target. While this may sound trivial, it is
often the first place where things go wrong. A description of
the product or application to be tested is essential. Applying a
model at this level in a development process can dramatically
reduce the ambiguity – and hence, errors. Subsequent to
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construction of a model - either complete or partial, the issue
of test generation cans be addressed. The test objective is to
verify that the system will behave properly when a sequence
of user actions occurs.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses five
types of Evolutionary Algorithms Section in detail.. Section 3
discusses Greedy Heuristic Algorithm and related concepts.
Section 4 discusses Performance Metrics. Section 5 present
performance–related Results and Discussion. Section 6
concludes the study.

Model Based Testing through Agile Metamorphic Method.
Agile Metamorphic method [1] is about developing an
automatic test infrastructure to detect design conflicts or
flaws. The author proposed this method where DAT queries
are automatically generated from a set of metamorphic testing
models where each model encodes one or more of the
identified equivalences. In addition, we use a scheme for
generating time stamps that we use to automatically create
time pairs that add another equivalence dimension.

Test Path generation for automated MBT.
The author proposes an automated generation [2] of test suits
for validating software systems. This is done from the artifacts
of requirements and design. Testing using Models is a novel
approach utilizing the key concepts of black-box testing.
While substantial part of testing process relies on the
appropriateness and completeness of the Model to be used. An
approach for designing/modeling a system under test (SUT)
with more accuracy is discussed. It can then be combined to
the traditional methods of Model-based testing to fill the
loopholes and gaps which emerge during design and testing.
The approach describes the functionality of the system in a
much better way.

Verification-Means Of Safety Derivation.
A safety case is a contextualized structured argument
constituted of process and product-based sub-arguments to
show that a system is acceptably safe. The creation of a safety
case is an extremely time-consuming and costly activity
needed for certification purposes. To reduce time and cost,
reuse as well as automatic generation possibilities represent
urgent research directions. In this paper, we focus on safety
processes mandated by prescriptive standards and we identify
process-related structures from which process-based
arguments (those aimed at showing that a required
development process has been applied according to the
standard) can be generated and more easily reused. Then, we
propose a model-driven safety certification method to derive
those arguments as goal structures given in Goal Structuring
Notation from process models given in compliance with
Software Process Engineering Meta-model 2.0.
A test suite can be better prioritized and minimized using
Evolutionary Algorithms than by a random prioritization in
terms of coverage criterion within a time constrained
environment. The validity of this statement has been shown
by comparing the APBC metrics of EA based prioritizations
to random and optimal prioritization techniques, EA based
reduction with greedy heuristic technique. In both the cases
the APBC increased as desired.

SIMPLE GENETIC ALGORITHM IN REDUCTION
AND PRIORITIZATION
Prioritization is mainly done either to detect faults at an early
stage or to satisfy the coverage criterion at the earliest. In this
research we choose to obtain complete coverage for both
minimization and prioritization. To prioritize the test cases
evolutionary algorithms are applied on the test cases.
Evolutionary algorithms are optimization algorithms that are
applied on a set of population. Evolutionary algorithms
include: Genetic Algorithm, Evolutionary programming, and
Evolutionary strategy. The common operators used in these
algorithms are selection, crossover, and mutation operators. A
population in genetic algorithm represents a set of
chromosomes. Every chromosome contains a set of genes;
values of genes are called alleles. The length of the
chromosome can be variable or fixed. Representation of
chromosomes is called encoding.
By applying evolutionary algorithms on initial population the
number of times a chromosome takes part in selection is
calculated and ranks are assigned to every chromosome. The
highest ranked chromosome is the chromosome that needs to
be executed first, and the ranks specify the order in which test
cases need to be executed. The test case with the highest rank
is picked from the test suite and its branch coverage is
calculated and is added to the cumulative branch coverage.
This criterion is repeated until 100 percent branch coverage is
attained. Evolutionary algorithms generate the order in which
the test cases need to be executed. Starting from the high
priority test case to the lowest priority test case its branch
coverage is added to the cumulative branch coverage. If a test
case adds some branch coverage the test case is included in
the minimized suite, else the test case is rejected.
Initial population: The set of test cases with no ordering, that
needs to be prioritized form the initial population. Total path
weight of the test case represents chromosome. Activity
diagram consists of action nodes, decision, merge, for, join,
initial, activity final, flow final, send signal, and receive signal
and other types of nodes. Every node in the activity diagram is
assigned a weight 10. The nodes that have decision node as
their parent have weight other than 10. 80-20 rule is applied
for the nodes that have decision node as parent. The test path
is traversed and the sum of the nodes forms the chromosome.
Output: the final population that is ordered according to
simple genetic algorithm and that can be minimized to satisfy
the requirement criterion.
Population size: the number of test cases in the test suite.
Fitness of the chromosome: the number of 1s in chromosome
represents the fitness of the chromosome. It ranges between 1
and 12, as number of bits in a chromosome is considered as
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12.

Table 2: Minimization of ETP using Genetic algorithm

Encoding in Genetic Algorithm: The fitness value of the
chromosome is an integer, so it is converted to a binary string.
So the encoding used is binary encoding.
Selection operator: Roulette wheel selection is used to select
two chromosomes from the population and allowing them to
take part in generating new individuals.
Crossover Operator: every time a random number is generated
which ranges between 1 and the population size and this
random integer represents the point of crossover. One point
crossover is applied to generate new individuals.
Mutation operator: every time a random number is generated
which ranges between 1 and the population size and this
random integer represents the point of mutation. Bit flip
mutation is applied to mutate a chromosome.
Replacement operator: parents get replaced with individuals
Mutation probability: 5 percent mutation probability is
applied.
Stopping criterion whenever the fitness value
chromosome reaches 12 the algorithm terminates.

of

a

Table 1: Prioritization of ETP using Genetic algorithm

Figure 2: Summary of Minimization using Genetic Algorithm

The four case studies Airport Departure Flow Management
System (ADFMS), Automated Teller Machine (ATM),
Hospital Management System (HMS), And Edit Trend
Properties (ETP) are used in experimenting to find the
reduced set. Simple Genetic algorithm was applied on 100,
104, 38, 24 test cases for ADFMS, ATM, HMS, ETP
respectively and 80, 88, 25, 10 test cases are discarded and 20,
16, 13, 14 are added to the reduced set. The reduction rates for
the models are 80, 85, 66, 42 percent and inclusion rate in the
reduced set is 20, 15, 34, 58 percent. Average percentage of
test cases in the reduced set after applying simple genetic
algorithm is 68% and average percent of test cases discarded
are 32%. By applying greedy heuristic the reduction rates
achieved are, 74, 82, 53, and 17 percent at an average of 57
percent. The results show that Genetic Algorithm performs
better than the greedy heuristics in terms of reduction
percentage. The same sets of test cases were applied to
prioritize the test suites and genetic algorithm took 1.86,
2.578, 2.14, and 0.609 seconds and 32, 45, 101, and 39 runs to
prioritize the test cases without discarding any of the test
cases. Consider the test suite for ETP model with 24 test
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cases. The number of times a test case has been selected is
considered as the criteria to assign a rank or priority to the test
case. According to this criterion the order in which the test
suite needs to be executed is T21, T1, T15, T19, T22, T10,
T20, T3, T17, T24, T4, T14, T2, T9, T12, T18, T16, T6, T7,
T13, T23, T5, T8, and T11.

Steady State Genetic Algorithm in minimization and
prioritization
1.

The set of test cases with no ordering, that needs to
be prioritized form the initial population. Total path
weight of the test case represents chromosome.
Activity diagram consists of action nodes, decision,
merge, for, join, initial, activity final, flow final, send
signal, and receive signal and other types of nodes.
Every node in the activity diagram is assigned a
weight 10. The nodes that have decision node as their
parent have weight other than 10. 80-20 rule is
applied for the nodes that have decision node as
parent. The test path is traversed and the sum of the
nodes forms the chromosome.

2.

Output: the final population that is ordered according
to steady state genetic algorithm and that can be
minimized to satisfy the requirement criterion.

3.

Population size: the number of test cases in the test
suite.

4.

Fitness of the chromosome: the number of 1s in
chromosome represents the fitness of the
chromosome. It ranges between 1 and 12, as number
of bits in a chromosome is considered as 12.

5.

Selection operator: Roulette wheel selection is used
to select two chromosomes from the population and
allowing them to take part in generating new
individuals.

7.

Crossover Operator: every time a random number is
generated which ranges between 1 and the population
size and this random integer represents the point of
crossover. One point crossover is applied to generate
new individuals.

9.

Steady state Genetic algorithm was applied on 100, 104, 38,
24 test cases for ADFMS, ATM, HMS, ETP respectively 87,
88, 25, 9 test cases are discarded and 13, 16, 13,15 are added
to the reduced set. The reduction rates for the models are 87,
85, 66, 38 percent and inclusion rate in the reduced set is 13,
15, 34, 62 percent. Average percentage of test cases in the
reduced set after applying Steady state Genetic algorithm is
31% and average percent of test cases discarded are 69%. The
same sets of test cases were applied to prioritize the test suites
and genetic algorithm took 1.047, 2.203, 0.593, AND 0.594
seconds and 19, 41, 26, and 42 runs to prioritize the test cases
without discarding any of the test cases.

Struggle Genetic
prioritization.

Encoding in Genetic Algorithm: the fitness value of
the chromosome is an integer so it is converted to a
binary string, so the encoding used is binary
encoding.

6.

8.

11. Stopping criterion whenever the fitness value of a
chromosome reaches 12 the algorithm terminates.

Mutation operator: every time a random number is
generated which ranges between 1 and the population
size and this random integer represents the point of
mutation. Bit flip mutation is applied to mutate a
chromosome.
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minimization

and

1.

The set of test cases with no ordering, that needs to
be prioritized form the initial population. Total path
weight of the test case represents chromosome.
Activity diagram consists of action nodes, decision,
merge, for, join, initial, activity final, flow final, send
signal, and receive signal and other types of nodes.
Every node in the activity diagram is assigned a
weight 10. The nodes that have decision node as their
parent have weight other than 10. 80-20 rule is
applied for the nodes that have decision node as
parent. The test path is traversed and the sum of the
nodes forms the chromosome.

2.

Output: the final population that is ordered according
to struggle genetic algorithm and that can be
minimized to satisfy the requirement criterion.

3.

Population size: the number of test cases in the test
suite.

4.

Fitness of the chromosome: the number of 1s in
chromosome represents the fitness of the
chromosome. It ranges between 1 and 12, as number
of bits in a chromosome is considered as 12.

5.

Encoding in Genetic Algorithm: the fitness value of
the chromosome is an integer so it is converted to a
binary string, so the encoding used is binary
encoding.

6.

Selection operator: roulette wheel selection is used to
select two chromosomes from the population and
allowing them to take part in generating new
individuals.

7.

Crossover Operator: every time a random number is
generated which ranges between 1 and the population
size and this random integer represents the point of
crossover. One point crossover is applied to generate
new individuals.

8.

Mutation operator: every time a random number is
generated which ranges between 1 and the population
size and this random integer represents the point of

Replacement Operator: two best individuals among
parents and children are replaced with selected
parents.

10. Mutation probability. 5 percent mutation probability
is applied.

Algorithm
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mutation. Bit flip mutation is applied to mutate a
chromosome.
9.

selection is applied to truncate the least 50 percent fit
population based on their fitness and µ parents
remain in the population

Replacement Operator: a parent gets replaced only if
the produced child is better than the parent else child
is discarded.

8.

Selection operator: Roulette wheel selection is used
to select two chromosomes from the population and
allowing them to take part in generating λ new
individuals.

9.

Crossover Operator: every time a random number is
generated which ranges between 1 and the population
size and this random integer represents the point of
crossover. One point crossover is applied to generate
λ new individuals.

10. Mutation probability. 5 percent mutation probability
is applied.
11. Stopping criterion whenever the fitness value of a
chromosome reaches 12 the algorithm terminates.
Struggle Genetic algorithm was applied on 100, 104, 38, 24
test cases for ADFMS, ATM, HMS, ETP respectively and 85,
91, 22, 10 test cases are discarded and 15, 13, 16, 14 are
added to the reduced set. The reduction rates for the models
are 85, 88, 58, 42 percent and inclusion rate in the reduced set
is 15, 12, 42, 58 percent. Average percentage of test cases in
the reduced set after applying Struggle Genetic algorithm is
32% and average percent of test cases discarded are 68%. The
same sets of test cases were applied to prioritize the test suites
and genetic algorithm took 1.297, 1.157, 0.406, and 0.407
seconds and 12, 26, 21, and 33 runs to prioritize the test cases
without discarding any of the test cases.

10. Mutation operator: Bit flip mutation is applied to
produce λ new individuals.
11. Replacement Operator: λ children are joined with µ
parents to produce the next generation. With a
population of 100 chromosomes, 50 children are
generated and joined with 50 best fit chromosomes in
the population to generate 100 new individuals to
take part in the next generation.
12. Mutation probability. 5 percent mutation probability
is applied.
13. Stopping criterion whenever the fitness value of a
chromosome reaches 12 the algorithm terminates.

Evolutionary Comma Strategy in minimization and
prioritization
1.

The set of test cases with no ordering, that needs to
be prioritized form the initial population. Total path
weight of the test case represents chromosome.
Activity diagram consists of action nodes, decision,
merge, for, join, initial, activity final, flow final, send
signal, and receive signal and other types of nodes.
Every node in the activity diagram is assigned a
weight 10. The nodes that have decision node as their
parent have weight other than 10. 80-20 rule is
applied for the nodes that have decision node as
parent. The test path is traversed and the sum of the
nodes forms the chromosome.

2.

Output: the final population that is ordered according
to evolutionary comma strategy and that can be
minimized to satisfy the requirement criterion.

3.

Population size: the number of test cases in the test
suite.

4.

Fitness of the chromosome: the number of 1s in
chromosome represents the fitness of the
chromosome. It ranges between 1 and 12, as number
of bits in a chromosome is considered as 12.

5.

Encoding in Genetic Algorithm: the fitness value of
the chromosome is an integer so it is converted to a
binary string, so the encoding used is binary
encoding.

6.

λ is the number of children selected which equals to
50 percent of the population of chromosomes

7.

µ is the number of parents selected which is equal to
the total chromosomes in the population. Truncation

The original evolutionary comma strategy has been changed,
and crossover operation was also included to produce new
chromosomes. Initially µ chromosomes are selected using
truncation selection, and these chromosomes are directly
added to the new population. Instead of discarding the
remaining population the proposed method applies roulette
wheel selection, crossover, and mutation to generate λ new
individuals. These λ children are joined with µ parents to get a
new generation of chromosomes. Evolutionary Comma
Strategy was applied on 100, 104, 38, 24 test cases for
ADFMS, ATM, HMS, ETP respectively and 84, 90, 25, 10
test cases are discarded and 16, 14, 13, 14 are added to the
reduced set. The reduction rates for the models are 84, 87, 66,
42 percent and inclusion rate in the reduced set is 16, 13, 34,
58 percent. Average percentage of test cases in the reduced set
after applying simple genetic algorithm is 30% and average
percent of test cases discarded are 70%. The same sets of test
cases were applied to prioritize the test suites and genetic
algorithm took 0.812, 0.547, 0.625, and 0.25 seconds and 17,
11, 12, and 15 runs to prioritize the test cases without
discarding any of the test cases.

Evolutionary plus
prioritization.
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and

The set of test cases with no ordering, that needs to
be prioritized form the initial population. Total path
weight of the test case represents chromosome.
Activity diagram consists of action nodes, decision,
merge, for, join, initial, activity final, flow final, send
signal, and receive signal and other types of nodes.
Every node in the activity diagram is assigned a
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weight 10. The nodes that have decision node as their
parent have weight other than 10. 80-20 rule is
applied for the nodes that have decision node as
parent. The test path is traversed and the sum of the
nodes forms the chromosome.
2.

Output: the final population that is ordered according
to evolutionary plus strategy and that can be
minimized to satisfy the requirement criterion.

3.

Population size: the number of test cases in the test
suite.

4.

Fitness of the chromosome: the number of 1s in
chromosome represents the fitness of the
chromosome. It ranges between 1 and 12, as number
of bits in a chromosome is considered as 12.

5.

Encoding in Genetic Algorithm: the fitness value of
the chromosome is an integer so it is converted to a
binary string, so the encoding used is binary
encoding.

6.

λ is the number of children selected which equals to
50 percent of the population of chromosomes

7.

µ is the number of parents selected which is equal to
the total chromosomes in the population

8.

Selection operator: Roulette wheel selection is used
to select two chromosomes from the population and
allowing them to take part in generating λ new
individuals.

9.

Crossover Operator: every time a random number is
generated which ranges between 1 and the population
size and this random integer represents the point of
crossover. One point crossover is applied to generate
λ new individuals.

10.

Mutation operator: Bit flip mutation is applied to
produce λ new individuals.

11.

Replacement Operator: λ children are joined with µ
parents to produce the next generation. With a
population of 100 chromosomes, 50 children are
generated and joined with 100 chromosomes in the
population to generate 150 new individuals. From
150 new individuals 100 individuals are selected
using truncation selection to take part in the next
generation.

12.
13.

applied on 100, 104, 38, 24 test cases for ADFMS, ATM,
HMS, ETP respectively and 85, 88, 25, 10 test cases are
discarded and 15, 12, 13, 14 are added to the reduced set. The
reduction rates for the models are 85, 85, 66, 42 percent and
inclusion rate in the reduced set is 71, 64, 68, 63 percent.
Average percentage of test cases in the reduced set after
applying simple genetic algorithm is 30% and average percent
of test cases discarded are 70%. The same sets of test cases
were applied to prioritize the test suites and genetic algorithm
took 0.813, 0.547, 0.313, and 0.297 seconds and 11, 10, 13,
and 19 runs to prioritize the test cases without discarding any
of the test cases.

Evolutionary Programming
prioritization.

Mutation probability. 5 percent mutation probability
is applied.
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minimization

and

1.

The set of test cases with no ordering, that needs to
be prioritized form the initial population. Total path
weight of the test case represents chromosome.
Activity diagram consists of action nodes, decision,
merge, for, join, initial, activity final, flow final, send
signal, and receive signal and other types of nodes.
Every node in the activity diagram is assigned a
weight 10. The nodes that have decision node as their
parent have weight other than 10. 80-20 rule is
applied for the nodes that have decision node as
parent. The test path is traversed and the sum of the
nodes forms the chromosome.

2.

Output: the final population that is ordered according
to evolutionary programming and that can be
minimized to satisfy the requirement criterion.

3.

Population size: the number of test cases in the test
suite.

4.

Fitness of the chromosome: the number of 1s in
chromosome represents the fitness of the
chromosome. It ranges between 1 and 12, as number
of bits in a chromosome is considered as 12.

5.

Encoding in Genetic Algorithm: the fitness value of
the chromosome is an integer so it is converted to a
binary string, so the encoding used is binary
encoding.

6.

µ is the number of parents selected for this purpose;
tournament selection is applied to generate 50
winning chromosomes.

7.

Selection operator: Tournament selection is used to
keep the best half of the population and the rest of
the population is deleted.

8.

Mutation operator: Bit flip mutation is applied on µ
chromosomes to produce µ new individuals.

9.

Replacement Operator: µ children are joined with µ
parents to produce the next generation. With a
population of 100 chromosomes, 50 children are
generated and joined with 50 winning chromosomes
in the population to generate 100 new individuals to
take part in the next generation.

Stopping criterion whenever the fitness value of a
chromosome reaches 12 the algorithm terminates.

The original evolutionary plus strategy has been changed a
bit, and crossover operation was also included to produce new
chromosomes. From the µ population, λ children are produced
using roulette wheel selection, one point crossover, and bit
flip mutation. These λ children are added to the population to
become µ+λ chromosomes. Out of these µ+λ chromosomes µ
best chromosomes are selected using truncation selection to
take part in next generation. Evolutionary Plus Strategy was

in
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10.

Stopping criterion whenever the fitness value of a
chromosome reaches 12 the algorithm terminates.

Evolutionary Plus Strategy was applied on 100, 104, 38, 24
test cases for ADFMS, ATM, HMS, ETP respectively and 83,
92, 27, 9 test cases are discarded and 56, 85, 26, 15 are added
to the reduced set. The reduction rates for the models are 83,
88, 71, 38 percent and inclusion rate in the reduced set is 56,
67, 68, 63 percent. Average percentage of test cases in the
reduced set after applying simple genetic algorithm is 63%
and average percent of test cases discarded are 37%. The same
sets of test cases were applied to prioritize the test suites and
genetic algorithm took 1.046, 0.844, 0.282, and 0.516 seconds
and 23, 17, 12, and 43 runs to prioritize the test cases without
discarding any of the test cases.

GREEDY HEURISTIC
Test Suite Minimization using Greedy Heuristic.
This section describes the use of Meta heuristic techniques to
minimize and prioritize the test suite generated. Good test
case is a one without redundancy, unique and avoids wastage
of resources and time. Optimization techniques help the tester
to generate good test cases that satisfy the coverage criterion
specified and that can detect faults easily.
Harrold et al., in 1993 proposed a test suite reduction
technique Heuristic H that still provides the desired testing
coverage. They proposed a heuristic to identify obsolete and
redundant test cases and by eliminating them they reduced the
size of the test suite. Test cases are selected according to most
essential to least essential. Harrold et al., in 2003 proposed
two techniques for minimization and one technique for
prioritization of test cases for modified condition or decision
coverage. Reduction techniques proposed by them are breakdown and build-up techniques which required quadratic and
linear time correspondingly.
Wang et al., in 2012 proposed an approach for definition-use
chain testing. First the requirement set was optimized to
reduce the test suite. Paths that contain Du-chain are
eliminated to reduce the test requirement set.
Tsong Yueh Chen and Man Fai Lau in 1996 proposed a
simple approach to minimize the test suite which needs three
steps to be carried on. To decompose the problem into sub
problems, finding an optimal test suite for each and every sub
problem and to reconstruct the optimal test suite for the
original problem. They proposed two strategies namely
essentials dividing strategy and one to one redundancy
dividing strategy. They defined a test case to be essential if it
covers at least one specific requirement. This heuristic was
named as Heuristic GE. Heuristic GRE is based on three
strategies proposed by Chen and Lau: greedy heuristic, 1-to-1
redundancy strategy, and essentials strategy. Essential
dividing strategy is based on two heuristics namely GRE and
GE proposed by Chen and Lau in 1995. In 1998 they defined
three reasons to reduce test suite if it contains redundancy,
cost of execution is more, and maintenance of the test suite is
expensive. The proposed approach was applied on three
greedy heuristics GRE and, GE are modified versions of the

former approaches. Heuristic H was the strategy defined by
Harrold et al., Chen and Lau in 2003 proposed a method to
study the properties of representative sets related to divide and
conquer approach. The test suite was decomposed into
mutually disjoint subsets such that the set of all requirements
satisfied are also mutually disjoint. The advantage of the
algorithm is that it guarantees an optimal solution but is not
feasible for real world applications that are not decomposable.
Cormen, in his study in the year 2001 proposed a greedy
heuristic which repeatedly selects the test cases that suite the
test requirement. If the test case satisfies the requirement it is
added to the educed set and if there is a tie a random choice is
made. The entire process is repeated until all test requirements
are satisfied.
Nachiyappan and Vimaladevi in the year 2010 used two
approaches: Evolutionary GA and QEA to find reduced set.
Adaptive crossover is applied to the individual test cases to
obtain an optimal size test set. Usage of quantum
chromosomes showed a better performance that the classical
optimization algorithm.

Greedy-Activity-Selector algorithm
Activity diagram graph constructed from an Activity diagram
consists of two types of elements: nodes and edges. Nodes are
connected using edges. Generally nodes have a single
outgoing edge pointing to another node but some nodes have
more than one outgoing edges. These edges are called as
branches. These nodes, edges, and branches form the coverage
criteria for the Activity diagram graph. Coverage criteria are
calculated as the number of elements covered in the test case.
The number of test cases generated need to be reduced as the
size of the test suite is large. In the proposed method a test
case is considered to be redundant if it does not contain at
least one node that becomes part of the reduced test suite. A
simple node coverage criterion is applied to reduce the size of
the test suite. Every test case generated traverses a test path
that contains a set of nodes that is subset of the original node
set. The set of test cases that constitute the original node set is
found and the rest of the test cases are discarded. If a test case
has at least new node that is not present in traversed node set
and present in the original node set that test case is added to
the reduced test suite. It is guaranteed that the reduced test set
covers all nodes and edges but does not guarantee path
coverage. The proposed test suite reduction defines a test case
to be redundant if
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1.

If it does not cover covers at least one specific
requirement. [Tsong Yueh Chen and Man Fai Lau,,
1996].

2.

Removing a test case does not affect the quality of
the test suite [Harrol et al., 1993].

3.

Duplicate test cases in the form of one to one
redundancy [Usman Farooq, 2011].

4.

A test case subsumes coverage of one or more test
cases, one to many redundancy [Usman Farooq,
2011].
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5.

A combination of test cases subsumes coverage of
one or more test cases, many to many redundancy
[Usman Farooq, 2011].

The proposed approach is based on the Greedy-ActivitySelector algorithm which is an iterative procedure of
Recursive-Activity-Selector algorithm proposed by Cormen.
Activity selection problem schedules several competing
activities that require exclusive use of a common resource
with a goal of selecting a maximum-size set of mutually
compatible activities. Test suite minimization is similar to the
activity selector problem where a set of test cases need to
satisfy a set of test requirements. In activity selector problem a
maximum size subset of mutually compatible activities is
generated within the given start and finish time to solve the
problem and in test suite minimization a minimum size subset
of test cases need to be generated that satisfy the test
requirement.
Test suite minimization algorithm has a set of test cases,
where every test case contains a set of nodes to be traversed.
An iterative procedure is applied on every test case and every
node in the test case is examined. If the node is new and is not
part of the coverage criteria the test case gets selected and is
added to the reduced set else if no nodes are new the test case
gets rejected.

Test Suite Minimization Algorithm. (Node Coverage
Based Test Case Reduction)
Input test suite T={t1,t2…tm};
//Where
contains set of nodes in corresponding paths

t1,t2…tm

Output: Reduced test suite RT
{
1.

Initalize Rt to ф;

2.

Input Node Set from NDT N={n1,n2,n3…nn};

3.

Initialize Generated Node set N’= ф;

4.

while(Ǝ ti != ф)

9.

RT= RT ti;
Else discard ti; //repeat entire procedure for all test cases

}

for ti= 1 to m

Techniques in order to obtain the optimal or better alternate
solution for process Performance metrics assist the decision
making process when integrated with optimization
improvement. To analyze the experimental data, Graph pad
Prism was used to investigate the statistical significance of
any differences observed in the experiments. Test suite
minimization and prioritization was achieved using
evolutionary algorithms, and to measure the performance of
the algorithms best-value metrics are used to compare the
performance in terms of reduction rates. One way ANOVA
(analysis of variance) test was performed to measure the
statistical significance of the data. The NULL hypothesis
defined is that the means of the average percent branch
coverage for all the evolutionary algorithms are equal. The
significance level to accept the null hypothesis was 0.05
percent which defines the confidence levels about, "How sure
you are that your conclusions are correct”. For multiple
comparisons between data Tukey’s multiple comparison test
was conducted. To find significant differences between two
groups of data t-Test was conducted.
1.

T-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances. T-test
is a statistical examination of two population means. Ttest compares the means of the populations and finds
whether the difference is zero or significantly larger
than zero. P (probability) value is calculated using tstatistic, t-distribution, and degrees of freedom and is
used to determine if the population differs. The
population means in this research are the original test
suite size and the reduced test suite size. So t-test is
suitable to find any differences between the original
test suite and the reduced test suite. The p value
returned at a t-statistic value 2.84 is 0.06 which is
slightly greater than 0.05. It determines that there is not
much difference between the two samples.

2.

One way Anova. The analysis of variance is used to
find whether a statistical difference is present among
the proposed algorithms. When more than 3 groups of
population are present the post-hoc Tukey’s test is
suitable for multiple comparisons or two groups can be
compared using t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal
Variances.

// while test cases exist

//for every test case do

for j=1 to n // for every node in the test case
{

7.

count=0;

8.

If node[j] ¬ present in N’
//check if node is already
present in N1. If present do nothing else add it to N’.

}

PERFORMANCE METRICS

{
6.

}

10. Return RT. }.

{
5.

If (count!=0)
//if no new nodes are
present in the test case discard it else if at least one new
node is present add it to the reduced set

{
N’=N’ node[j]
Flag=1;
Count++;
}
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The four case studies Airport Departure Flow Management
System (ADFMS), Automated teller Machine (ATM),
Hospital Management system (HMS), and Edit Trend
Properties (ETP) are used in experimenting to find the
reduced set. The proposed algorithms were applied to cover
all nodes, edges, and branches on the generated test suite.
Greedy heuristic and the other evolutionary algorithms were
applied to find the coverage criteria. Statistical analysis was
conducted on four models with different test suite sizes.
Analysis was done for large and small test suites. The
following figures show the box plots for time analysis, runs
analysis, prioritization average percent branch coverage,
reduction average percent branch coverage, and reduction
percentages. One way Anova was conducted to find
significant differences between more groups. Paired t-tests
were conducted to find significance between two groups of
data. Greedy heuristic was compared with evolutionary
algorithms to find the performance in terms of time, runs,
priority APBC, reduction APBC, and reduction percentages.

Table 4: Repeated measures ANOVA summary for Time
taken for Prioritization using EAs

Table 5: T-Tests summary for Time taken for Prioritization
using EAs

Table 3: Time taken for Prioritization using EAs

Table 6: Runs taken for Prioritization using EAs

Table 7: T-Tests summary for Runs taken for Prioritization
using EAs

Figure 3: Box plot for Time taken for Prioritization using
EAs
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Table 10: T-Tests summary for Reduction Percentages using
EAs

Table 11: Repeated measures ANOVA summary for
Reduction percentages using EAs

Figure 4: Box plot for Runs taken for Prioritization using
EAs

Table 8: Repeated measures ANOVA summary for Runs
taken for Prioritization using EAs

Table 12: Prioritization APBC using EAs
Table 9: Reduction percentages using EAs

Figure 6: Box plot for Prioritization APBC using EAs
Figure 5: Box plot for Reduction Rates using EAs
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Table 13: T-Tests summary for Prioritization APBC using
EAs

Figure 7: Box plot for Reduction APBC using EAs

Table 16: T-Tests summary for Reduction APBC using EAs

Table 14: Repeated measures ANOVA summary for
Prioritization APBC using EAs
Table 17: Repeated measures ANOVA summary for
Reduction APBC using EAs

Table 15: Reduction APBC using EAs

An asterisk next to the significant value flags the pair of group
means as significantly different at the 0.05 level of
significance. The p value for Anova test results is 0.0406 in
time analysis which shows that there is significant difference
in the evolutionary algorithms. Results from paired t-test show
that ESC and ESP both differ from simple GA with significant
values as 0.0384 and 0.0451. The effect of time for simple GA
proportionally reflects in both ESC and ESP. From the box
plot for time it is clearly evident that ESP performs better than
the other algorithms, takes time proportional to the size of the
interval. On the other hand ESC also performs better than the
other algorithms and is near to ESP and takes more time for
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small test suites and equal times for large test suites. Out of all
algorithms ESP and ESC perform better and simple genetic
algorithm performs least and takes more time for both large
and small test suites.
The p value for anova test results is 0.1231 in runs analysis
which shows that there are no significant differences in the
evolutionary algorithms. Results from paired t-test show that
ESC and ESP both differ from steady state GA with
significant values as 0.0252 and 0.0355. From the box plot for
runs it is clearly evident that ESC performs better than the
other algorithms. On the other hand ESP also performs better
than the other algorithms and is near to ESC algorithm.
Simple genetic algorithm performs worst and takes lot of
generations even for small test suites. Out of all evolutionary
algorithms ESC and ESP perform better and simple genetic
algorithm performs least.
The p value for anova test results is 0.0429 in reduction
percentages analysis which shows that there are significant
differences in the evolutionary algorithms. Results from
paired t-test show that Steady state GS and Evolutionary
Programming both differ from Greedy heuristic with
significant values as 0.0427 and 0.0324. From the box plot for
reduction percentages it is clearly evident that Steady state,
Struggle genetic algorithm, ESC, ESP and EP perform better
than greedy heuristic and simple genetic algorithms. Greedy
heuristic performs least and generates high reduction rates for
large test suites and fewer rates for small test suites. The p
value for anova test results is 0.3337 in reduction APBC
analysis which shows that there are no significant differences
in the evolutionary algorithms. But the results from paired ttest show that struggle GA and Evolutionary Programming
both differ from simple GA with significant values as 0.033
and 0.0351. From the box plot for reduction APBC it is
clearly evident that Struggle genetic algorithm performs better
than the other algorithms. On the other hand EP also performs
better than the other algorithms and is near to struggle genetic
algorithm. Greedy heuristic performs least and generates high
branch percentages from large test suites and fewer
percentages for small test suites.
Out of all evolutionary algorithms struggle and EP perform
better and simple genetic algorithm performs least and takes
more time for both large and small test suites.
The p value for anova test results is 0.0525 in prioritization
APBC analysis is slightly greater than 0.05, shows that there
is no significant difference in the evolutionary algorithms. The
comparison was done between evolutionary algorithms and
No priority and optimal priority. The results from paired t-test
show that simple genetic algorithm and optimal are
statistically significant.
Steady state genetic algorithm, evolutionary algorithm, and
optimal algorithms are highly significant. Evolutionary
programming and optimal are highly significant. Evolutionary
plus strategy and optimal are extremely significant with its
critical value as 0.0001. From the box plot for prioritization
APBC it is clearly evident that optimal algorithm performs
better than the other algorithms with a mean of 94. On the
other hand EP also performs better than the other algorithms
and is near to optimal algorithm with a mean of 84.

No priority performs least and generates high branch
percentages from large test suites and fewer percentages for
small test suites.
Most of the evolutionary algorithms perform with average
percent branch coverage equal to 80 percent. The p value by
comparing the original test suite and reduced test suite is 0.54
and t=0.64 shows that the test suite reduction is random. The
reduction in test suites is nearly fifty percent but the reduction
is random. We don’t have convincing evidence that they differ
and the result is said to be not statistically significant. The
results according to one way anova test and t-test: two
sampled assuming equal variances show that there no
significant difference between Greedy heuristic and
Evolutionary Programming.
But Evolutionary Programming shows better results than
Greedy Heuristics, mean reduction rate by using Greedy
Heuristic is 56.5 and mean reduction rate using Evolutionary
Programming is 66.5. There is 99% percent evidence that
Evolutionary Programming is highly significant and differs
from Genetic Algorithm, Evolutionary Comma, Evolutionary
Plus, Steady State, and Struggle Genetic Algorithms.

CONCLUSION
In this paper performance of model-based test suite (MBT)
minimization and prioritization techniques using Evolutionary
algorithms and Greedy Heuristic algorithm are investigated.
Both the minimization and prioritization problems were
formulated as an instance of Knapsack problem.. Evolutionary
algorithms used for this purpose are simple, steady state,
struggle genetic algorithms, evolutionary comma strategy,
evolutionary plus strategy and evolutionary programming.
Greedy heuristic was compared with evolutionary algorithms
to find the performance in terms of time, runs, priority
Average Percentage Block Coverage (APBC), reduction
APBC, and reduction percentages. GraphPad Prism curvefitting software was used to analyze the experimental data and
to investigate the statistical significance of any differences
observed in the experiments. To measure the performance of
the algorithms best-value metrics are used to compare the
performance in terms of reduction rates. An empirical study
was performed to analyze the performance of the algorithms
with the greedy heuristic technique. The results show that
evolutionary algorithms performed better than the greedy
heuristic. Statistical analysis was conducted to investigate the
performance of the algorithms.
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